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Data driven models of human poses and soft-tissue deformations can produce very realistic results, but they only model the visible surface of the
human body and cannot create skin deformation due to interactions with
the environment. Physical simulations can generalize to external forces, but
their parameters are difficult to control. In this paper, we present a layered
volumetric human body model learned from data. Our model is composed
of a data-driven inner layer and a physics-based external layer. The inner
layer is driven with a volumetric statistical body model (VSMPL). The soft
tissue layer consists of a tetrahedral mesh that is driven using the finite
element method (FEM). Model parameters, namely the segmentation of the
body into layers and the soft tissue elasticity, are learned directly from 4D
registrations of humans exhibiting soft tissue deformations. The learned two
layer model is a realistic full-body avatar that generalizes to novel motions
and external forces. Experiments show that the resulting avatars produce
realistic results on held out sequences and react to external forces. Moreover,
the model supports the retargeting of physical properties from one avatar
when they share the same topology.
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INTRODUCTION

By learning the space of human shapes, recent statistical approaches
have been able to successfully create realistic human shapes of various identities and poses. The capabilities of these approaches have
evolved from only creating static poses [Anguelov et al. 2005] to
synthesizing dynamic skin deformations, such as jiggling, due to
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vigorous pose changes [Pons-Moll et al. 2015]. Data driven methods
are easy to control, are typically fast and produce very realistic animations. However, current data-driven methods can only produce
geometric shape deformations driven by skeletal motions similar
to those seen during training. In particular, they currently do not
generalize to previously unseen deformations such as local deformations due to pushing and pulling of tissue, or to deformations
due to changes in physical conditions (e.g., different gravity, under
water, etc.).
The physics-based approach is a principled way to create realistic
deformations under novel conditions. For soft tissue deformation,
researchers have developed a number of methods based on finite elements methods (FEM) that solve continuum mechanics numerically
for a discretized volumetric mesh representing a solid. For example,
the nodes of the volumetric mesh corresponding to the bones move
rigidly with pose changes and the movement of the remaining nodes
are determined by solving the dynamics equation [Kim and Pollard
2011; Lee et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2013]. Physics-based simulation such
as FEM has the advantage that it can create realistic deformations,
not only due to pose changes, but also due to interactions with
external objects. However, detailed simulation usually requires a
high resolution mesh, which significantly increases the computational burden and the number of physical parameters; this makes it
difficult to find the right parameters to create desirable deformation
behaviors.
In this paper, we investigate a novel method that combines the
advantages of data driven models with physics based methods. As
an intuitive approach for this goal, we developed a layered model
for character simulation with an inner layer driven by a statistical
body model and an external layer driven by physics simulation. The
parameters of both layers are learned from real scans of people and
hence our approach is physics based and driven by data.
Since soft tissue deformations located deep in the body occur
mostly due to pose changes they can be well represented by statistical approaches instead of physics simulation. Soft tissue deformation
located closer to the surface occurs due to pose and also due to external forces applied on the body; such deformations can be better
modelled using physics simulation.
Therefore, our strategy is to model a human character with two
kinds of volumetric layers: a VSMPL layer, which is mostly located
internally and deformed by a geometric, statistical model, and a FEM
layer, which is located externally and deformed by FEM simulation.
VSMPL is a volumetric extension of SMPL [Loper et al. 2015], a
statistical human shape model that leverages the efficiency of linear
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 54. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. Left: Plate with attached objects consisting of 159k tetrahedra is cut by long, bumpy cut surface. Right: A groove is carved into the Stanford bunny
(18.5k tetrahedra) rotating around a fixed axis. Subsequently, the groove itself is peeled off by a second cut.
In this paper we present a robust remeshing-free cutting algorithm on the
basis of the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) and fully implicit time
integration. One of the most crucial points of the XFEM is that integrals
over discontinuous polynomials have to be computed on subdomains of
the polyhedral elements. Most existing approaches construct a cut-aligned
auxiliary mesh for integration. In contrast, we propose a cutting algorithm
that includes the construction of specialized quadrature rules for each dissected element without the requirement to explicitly represent the arising
subdomains. Moreover, we solve the problem of ill-conditioned or even
numerically singular solver matrices during time integration using a novel
algorithm that constrains non-contributing degrees of freedom (DOFs) and
introduce a preconditioner that efficiently reuses the constructed quadrature
weights.
Our method is particularly suitable for fine structural cutting as it decouples the added number of DOFs from the cut’s geometry and correctly
preserves geometry and physical properties by accurate integration. Due
to the implicit time integration these fine features can still be simulated
robustly using large time steps. As opposed to this, the vast majority of
existing approaches either use remeshing or element duplication. Remeshing based methods are able to correctly preserve physical quantities but
strongly couple cut geometry and mesh resolution leading to an unnecessary
large number of additional DOFs. Element duplication based approaches
keep the number of additional DOFs small but fail at correct conservation
of mass and stiffness properties. We verify consistency and robustness of
our approach on simple and reproducible academic examples while stability
and applicability are demonstrated in large scenarios with complex and fine
structural cutting.
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INTRODUCTION

The animation of cutting of deformable bodies has been an active
research topic for several years and is an essential tool in applications such as virtual surgery, special effects in feature films and
computer games. Particularly challenging is the robust treatment of
complex cut surfaces while maintaining physical plausibility at all
times. Moreover, it is crucial to keep the computational overhead
minimal even in highly complex cutting scenarios.
Most mesh-based approaches for the animation of cutting rely
on element deletion, element duplication or adaptive remeshing in
order to capture the cut’s geometry within the simulation mesh.
On the one hand, pure deletion or duplication of elements leads
to a very robust simulation and is easy to implement but does not
correctly represent the underlying cut geometry and introduces
physical inconsistencies due to unintended loss or addition of mass
and stiffness. On the other hand, proper remeshing of the affected
regions correctly models the cut geometry and maintains a physically correct behavior. However, this class of approaches typically
adds a large number of additional degrees of freedom (DOFs), in
order to sufficiently embed the cut’s geometry into the simulation
mesh. This in turn leads to a substantial rise of computational cost
especially when equation systems have to be solved for implicit time
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Fig. 1. Hair is submerged in water and then rapidly flipped, resulting in wet locks and dripping.
The diverse interactions between hair and liquid are complex and span multiple length scales, yet are central to the appearance of humans and animals in
many situations. We therefore propose a novel multi-component simulation
framework that treats many of the key physical mechanisms governing the
dynamics of wet hair. The foundations of our approach are a discrete rod
model for hair and a particle-in-cell model for fluids. To treat the thin layer
of liquid that clings to the hair, we augment each hair strand with a height
field representation. Our contribution is to develop the necessary physical
and numerical models to evolve this new system and the interactions among
its components. We develop a new reduced-dimensional liquid model to
solve the motion of the liquid along the length of each hair, while accounting for its moving reference frame and influence on the hair dynamics. We
derive a faithful model for surface tension-induced cohesion effects between
adjacent hairs, based on the geometry of the liquid bridges that connect
them. We adopt an empirically-validated drag model to treat the effects of
coarse-scale interactions between hair and surrounding fluid, and propose
new volume-conserving dripping and absorption strategies to transfer liquid
between the reduced and particle-in-cell liquid representations. The synthesis of these techniques yields an effective wet hair simulator, which we use
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to animate hair flipping, an animal shaking itself dry, a spinning car wash
roller brush dunked in liquid, and intricate hair coalescence effects, among
several additional scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION

Hair dynamics have long been a focus of computer animation because of their critical role in the appearance of humans and animals.
Likewise, the pervasiveness of fluid phenomena in the physical
world has led to extensive research into the simulation of gases and
liquids. However, methods to capture the array of complex interactions between these ubiquitous phenomena have received less
attention in the literature, and no model compatible with standard
grid-based fluid solvers has been proposed.
The interaction between hair and liquid is inherently a multiphysics phenomenon that spans multiple spatial scales. When fully
submerged in a body of liquid, underwater hair strands collectively
behave as a kind of porous medium and introduce a drag effect
on the surrounding flow. When removed from the liquid, hair inevitably retains a certain amount of liquid on its surface, which then
flows along the hair strands and eventually drips off. Meanwhile,
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Many computer graphics applications use simpler yet faithful approximations of complex shapes to conduct reliably part of their computations. Some
tasks, such as physical simulation, collision detection, occlusion queries or
free-form deformation, require the simpler proxy to strictly enclose the input
shape. While there are algorithms that can output such bounding proxies
on simple input shapes, most of them fail at generating a proper coarse
approximant on real-world complex shapes, which may contain multiple
components and have a high genus. We advocate that, before reducing the
number of primitives to describe a shape, one needs to regularize it while
maintaining the strict enclosing property, to avoid any geometric aliasing
that makes the decimation unreliable. Depending on the scale of the desired approximation, the topology of the shape itself may indeed have to be
first simplified, to let the subsequent geometric optimization be free from
topological locks.
We propose a new bounding shape approximation algorithm which
takes as input an arbitrary surface mesh, with potentially complex multicomponent structures, and generates automatically a bounding proxy which
is tightened on the input and can match even the coarsest levels of approximation. To sustain the nonlinear approximation process that may eventually
abstract both geometry and topology, we propose to use an intermediate regularized representation in the form of a shape closing, computed in real time
using a new fast morphological framework designed for efficient parallel
execution. Once the desired level of approximation is reached in the shape
closing, a coarse, tight and bounding polygonization of the proxy geometry is
extracted using an adaptive meshing scheme. Our underlying representation
is both geometry- and topology-adaptive and can be optionally controlled
accurately by a user, through sizing and orientation fields, yielding an intuitive brush metaphor within an interactive proxy design environment.
We provide extensive experiments on various kinds of input meshes and
illustrate the potential applications of our method in scenarios that benefit
greatly from coarse, tight bounding substitutes to the actual high resolution
geometry of the original 3D model, including freeform deformation, physical
simulation and level of detail generation for rendering.
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INTRODUCTION

When facing complex 3D shapes, numerous geometric and spatial
algorithms rely on simplified versions of these shapes to maintain
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their scalability. These algorithms infer the existence of a proxy
to produce either a faster result and/or a good enough approximate solution to the problem they aim at solving (e.g., conservative
collision-detection or visibility tests). This is usually achieved by
formulating and solving the problem with the proxy before mapping
the result to the original shape (e.g., collision response or drawing
call). For a number of applications, the coarse proxy is not only
expected to be made of a minimal number of primitives, but also to
completely enclose the original shape. Such a bounding proxy takes
the form of a coarse, closed 2-manifold triangle mesh.
On one hand, the automatic construction of bounding proxies is
tedious, as optimizing the few degrees of freedom of its geometry
may require highly non-linear energies to recover the bounding
property while remaining a faithfull i.e., tight approximation of the
input. On the other hand, the interactive design of such objects is
even more challenging, as the user needs a form of real time feedback on the proxy geometry while exploring the space of possible
bounding approximations. Ideally, the user shall only focus on the
(adaptive) level-of-detail of the proxy, letting the generation process
preserve the bounding property and minimal polygonal resolution.
Bounding Proxies. Although highly dependent on the application,
ideal bounding proxies share a number of desirable properties that
make them attractive for multiple scenarios. Each application then
emphasizes on some (or all) of these properties:
• bounding: crucial for conservative collision-detection and
occlusion queries, but also for artifact-free motion transfer
like cage-based free form deformation (FFD) and physical
simulation, where the compute-intensive physical interactions are solved on the proxy and the resulting motion is
then transferred back to the original input shape,
• coarser: a high vertex count in the proxy damages its
utility, requiring the system (or user) to manipulate more
elements to reach its purpose; ideally, the proxy should
have the minimum number of vertices to achieve its goal,
• tight: although bounding, it is important to locate the
proxy geometry as closely as possible to the mesh to prevent
over-conservativity and ultimately cause more computation
or memory usage than needed,
• geometry adaptive: the proxy structure and resolution
should adapt to the geometry of the mesh, reflecting its
main components, dominant features and, to a certain extent, topological structures,
• user adaptive: the proxy structure, topology and resolution should also account for a user-driven control mechanism, specifying at which scale she intends to use it, remaining coarser on some regions and finer on others; this also
translates into topological variations, where the proxy may
have a simpler topology than the input object wherever the
scale is larger than a particular topological structure (e.g.,
small tunnel, handles, multiple components),
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 57. Publication date: July 2017.
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We convert a sequence of unstructured textured meshes into a mesh with
incrementally changing connectivity and atlas parameterization. Like prior
work on surface tracking, we seek temporally coherent mesh connectivity to
enable efficient representation of surface geometry and texture. Like recent
work on evolving meshes, we pursue local remeshing to permit tracking over
long sequences containing significant deformations or topological changes.
Our main contribution is to show that both goals are realizable within
a common framework that simultaneously evolves both the set of mesh
triangles and the parametric map. Sparsifying the remeshing operations
allows the formation of large spatiotemporal texture charts. These charts are
packed as prisms into a 3D atlas for a texture video. Reducing tracking drift
using mesh-based optical flow helps improve compression of the resulting
video stream.
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INTRODUCTION

Several techniques capture a performance for interactive viewing
within a virtual environment [e.g., Collet et al. 2015; Dou et al. 2016;
Newcombe et al. 2015; Starck and Hilton 2007; Zitnick et al. 2004].
This quickly advancing area is variously referred to as volumetric
video, VR holograms, or free-viewpoint video. One commonly used
representation is a temporal sequence of colored meshes. Each mesh
consists of a set of triangles with shared vertex positions. Surface
color is specified using per-vertex attributes, projected camera
images, or a parameterized texture atlas image.
The most flexible approach is to store an independent mesh for
each time frame, as this supports arbitrarily varying scenes with
topological changes and large deformations. Creating an unstructured sequence of meshes is natural for many surface reconstruction
techniques. However, the flexibility comes with significant runtime
cost. Each mesh must be encoded separately due to its unique connectivity. The set of vertices and/or texture parameterization also
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Fig. 1. Four frames of the “clothing” sequence and their 2D texture slices
within the 3D atlas parameterization. Hue and saturation visualize the
midpoint and length of each chart’s lifespan, from red (early) to blue (late),
with saturated colors for short lifespans.

changes each frame, so one cannot easily exploit temporal coherence of surface appearance. In short, unstructured meshes lead to
high data bandwidth and memory use.
Instead, many approaches perform inter-frame tracking, whereby
the mesh deforms geometrically but retains the same connectivity
(and parameterization) over consecutive frames. Often, mesh
tracking is successively applied over dozens of frames, until some
triangles become overly deformed or topological changes occur.
Collet et al. [2015] explore finding an optimal subset of keyframes at
which to reinitialize the mesh connectivity. Within each keyframe
subsequence, the shared mesh connectivity facilitates geometry
compression [Yu et al. 2011] and the shared parameterization lets
texture images be encoded efficiently as a video stream.
Bojsen-Hansen et al. [2012] make the important observation that
mesh tracking failures are often spatially localized. Their approach is
to identify erroneous regions and apply local remeshing, thereby creating evolving meshes. They also establish surface correspondences
across remeshing operations to propagate attributes like surface
albedo over mesh vertices during animation. However, their scheme
does not support a temporally coherent surface parameterization.
Our main contribution is to enable local remeshing in conjunction
with a texture atlas parameterization (Figure 1). Use of a texture
provides efficient storage of high-resolution surface detail and
allows inter-frame compression using hardware-accelerated video
coding schemes like MPEG-4. The key challenge relative to [BojsenHansen et al. 2012] is to spatiotemporally sparsify the remesh
operations to allow the creation of large texture charts that persist
across many frames. Naturally, the approach performs best when
remeshing is minimized. To this end, we present techniques to both
improve mesh tracking and reduce the remeshing extent.
The next step is to construct a set of parametric charts over
the evolving mesh. These charts correspond to (right) prisms
in the spatiotemporal domain of the texture video. We present
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 58. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. FlowRep describes complex free-form 3D geometries (a) by a compact network of descriptive and projectable curves (e) that can be used to both depict
and reconstruct (f) the input (L 2 distance between (a) and (f) is 0.1% of bounding box diagonal). Given an input quad mesh (a) it extracts strands of dominant
flowlines (b), uses those to compute a dense descriptive network (c) and then systematically simplifies it to obtain the desired compact net (d).
We present FlowRep, an algorithm for extracting descriptive compact 3D
curve networks from meshes of free-form man-made shapes. We infer the
desired compact curve network from complex 3D geometries by using a
series of insights derived from perception, computer graphics, and design
literature. These sources suggest that visually descriptive networks are
cycle-descriptive, i.e their cycles unambiguously describe the geometry of
the surface patches they surround. They also indicate that such networks
are designed to be projectable, or easy to envision when observed from a
static general viewpoint; in other words, 2D projections of the network
should be strongly indicative of its 3D geometry. Research suggests that
both properties are best achieved by using networks dominated by flowlines,
surface curves aligned with principal curvature directions across anisotropic
regions and strategically extended across sharp-features and isotropic areas.
Our algorithm leverages these observation in the construction of a compact
descriptive curve network. Starting with a curvature aligned quad dominant
mesh we first extract sequences of mesh edges that form long, well-shaped
and reliable flowlines by leveraging directional similarity between nearby
meaningful flowline directions. We then use a compact subset of the extracted flowlines and the model’s sharp-feature, or trim, curves to form a
sparse, projectable network which describes the underlying surface. We
validate our method by demonstrating a range of networks computed from
diverse inputs, using them for surface reconstruction, and showing extensive
comparisons with prior work and artist generated networks.
CCS Concepts: •Computing methodologies → Shape analysis; Nonphotorealistic rendering;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Shape representation, line rendering,
sketch based modeling, shape abstraction
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Fig. 2. Artist generated 3D (a) and 2D (b) descriptive curve networks succinctly convey complex free-form shapes.
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INTRODUCTION

Artists employ sparse descriptive networks of 3D curves lying on
the surface of imagined objects as a starting point for modeling
such envisioned shapes, with curve generation followed by surfacing, and quickly communicate 3D shapes on paper by sketching 2D
projections of such 3D curve networks depicted from informative
viewpoints (Figure 2). In addition to providing an effective visual
communication tool, sparse descriptive curve-network representations of 3D models provide designers with intuitive handles for
shape editing [Gal et al. 2009]; facilitate compact shape representation and abstraction [Mehra et al. 2009]; support shape-preserving
mesh simplification [Gehre et al. 2016]; and enable other high-level
operations. We propose FlowRep, a method for computing visually
descriptive compact curve networks of free-form man-made, or designed, shapes from existing models (Figure 1). FlowRep networks
effectively convey the shape of input models to human observers
and can be used for the range of applications above. They accurately
encode input geometry enabling both perceptual and geometric
reconstruction; the mouse in Figure 1f was accurately reconstructed
from our curve network alone using the method of [Pan et al. 2015].
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 59. Publication date: July 2017.
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Color palettes are widely used by artists to define colors of artworks and
explore color designs. In general, artists select the colors of a palette by following a set of rules, e.g. contrast or relative luminance. Existing interactive
palette exploration tools explore palette spaces following limited constraints
defined as geometric configurations in color space e.g. harmony rules on the
color wheel. Palette search algorithms sample palettes from color relations
learned from an input dataset, however they cannot provide interactive user
edits and palette refinement.
We introduce in this work a new versatile formulation enabling the creation of constraint-based interactive palette exploration systems. Our technical contribution is a graph-based palette representation, from which we
define palette exploration as a minimization problem that can be solved
efficiently and provide real-time feedback. Based on our formulation, we
introduce two interactive palette exploration strategies: constrained palette
exploration, and for the first time, constrained palette interpolation. We
demonstrate the performances of our approach on various application cases
and evaluate how it helps users finding trade-offs between concurrent constraints.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Computer graphics;
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INTRODUCTION

Colors are central components of any visual information. In a
computer-generated image, they can directly be pixel values or
parameters of a visualized model (e.g. a material component). Their
individual manipulation is tedious while being of primary importance for controlling the image appearance. This raises the need
for high level color representations encoding the image colors in a
compact set of representative parameters. A Color palette is a well
established representation [Chang et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2013], which
stores the colors that are the most representative of the content,
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regarding its usage and application context. Providing colors satisfying both aesthetic aspects and application constraints requires
however extensive efforts from experienced users [Zhou and Hansen
2015].
We identify four main strategies followed by artists to design
palettes. In the first, the user starts with an existing palette, either
selected from a palette database [Brewer 2015; Murray et al. 2012],
or extracted from the principal colors of an image [Chang et al.
2015]. This palette is usually considered as a bootstrap and can be
further adjusted by the user [Jalal et al. 2015]. In the second, an
existing palette is modified using interactive tools [Adobe 2015].
Here, the user edits the palette colors and lets the system ensure
the palette coherence by considering color harmony rules (e.g. analogous, complementary) [Itten 1974; O’Donovan et al. 2011]. In the
third, one or several palettes are generated by the optimization of a
set of specifically defined constraints between colors. Even though
palettes are not generated interactively, such systems enable the
modeling of complex constraints, e.g. simulating color vision deficiencies [Yanagida et al. 2015] or decreasing energy consumption of
display devices [Chuang et al. 2009]. In the last strategy, probabilistic constraints are learned in pre-process from sets of segmented
images and their palettes [Lin et al. 2013; Ritchie et al. 2015]. Then,
starting from an input segmented image, a set of palettes generated
by stochastic sampling is proposed to the user.
From the end-user point of view, computer driven palette design
can be done either by (1) using interactive tools limited to simple
constraints, or by (2) browsing palettes suggestions designed by
other users or generated computationally. To our knowledge, no
solution has been proposed for the interactive exploration of palettes
complying with advanced constraints
In this work, we introduce a new versatile formulation enabling
the creation of constraint-based interactive palette exploration systems. We define the exploration of palettes as a minimization problem that we solve efficiently to provide real-time feedback. Our
technical contribution is a graph-based palette representation (Figure 1-b) in which nodes are colors and edges are constraints modeled
as cost functions. Based on our formulation, we introduce interactive strategies for constrained palette exploration and constrained
palette interpolation (Figure 1-c,d, Section 5). We also provide guidelines to setup constrained palettes by defining their sets of colors
and constraints (Section 6). These exploration schemes are versatile
enough to serve as core components for the creation of interactive tools, which we illustrate with several applications (Section 7).
Thanks to their interactive feedback, the proposed palette exploration systems assist the user in finding a palette considered as a
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Fig. 1. Our parametric palette representation (a), enables an interactive palette interface for digital painting (b), which allows an artist to explore and access
custom color gamuts tailored to their work (c). The artist can seamlessly switch between mixing dishes in the infinite palette history by touching the color
history wheel (a), and reverse past color choices in palette history, automatically repainting the artwork (d). Selecting a color from the history wheel recalls the
palette configuration at the time the color was used (insets on left).
We present Playful Palette, a color picker interface for digital paint programs
that derives intuition from oil paint and watercolor palettes, but extends them
with digital features. A Playful Palette is a set of blobs of color that blend
together to create gradients and gamuts. They can be directly manipulated
to explore arrangements and harmonies. All edits are non-destructive, and
an infinite history allows previous palettes to be revisited and modified,
recoloring the painting. The Playful Palette design is motivated by a pilot
study of how artists use paint palettes, and we evaluate the final design with
a set of traditional and digital media painters to demonstrate that Playful
Palette is effective both at enabling artists’ color tasks, and at amplifying
their creativity.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Graphical user interfaces; Gestural input; • Applied computing → Media arts;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: creativity support, digital painting, color,
parametric color gamut representation, interactive interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

An important part of the digital painting process that has not received enough research attention is the design of the color picker.
Most software relies on old interface concepts built around selecting
RGB or HSV slider values directly or choosing a color from a palette
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of swatches. This is unfortunate because choosing and composing
colors is a critical part of any painting process. We conducted a pilot
study that found artists interact with their palette several times a
minute, and many of the interactions (such as exploring harmonizing colors) are not well-supported by digital color pickers. Some
software [Adobe 2011; Corel 2017] mimics a real paint palette to
allow mixing of colors, but such a literal adaptation of the physical interface loses many of the advantages of digital tools such as
non-destructive editing.
We present Playful Palette, a new color picker interface that is
designed to support the different tasks artists use paint palettes for,
while employing an easy interaction mechanism that allows rapid
exploration and creative inspiration. A Playful Palette consists of
a number of color blobs that blend with nearby blobs within some
distance threshold (Fig. 1a), allowing the user to quickly select mixed
colors along the resulting gradients. Blobs can easily be moved or
recolored to create new color combinations and new gradients,
while an infinite history ensures no previous combination is ever
lost. Multiple palettes can be created and accessed using history to
represent different parts of the painting, such as a palette of blues,
purples, and white for the sky, or peach, olive, beige, and brown for
skin tones.
The primary goal of Playful Palette is to directly support the
color selection needs of digital painters. The secondary goal is to
make artists more creative, which we support in two ways. First,
the non-destructive editing and spatial arrangement capabilities
make it easy for artists to experiment with different harmonies and
gradients, which lets them evaluate different palettes more rapidly
and effectively. Second, following research indicating that positive
emotion boosts creativity [Lewis et al. 2011], Playful Palette incorporates elements of gamification in its interactive, direct manipulation
of dynamic blobs.
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Fig. 1. Our method enables users to quickly create complex Kirchhoff-Plateau Surfaces such as this automotive concept design. Left: the 3D shapes designed
in this way are equilibrium configurations of pre-stretched fabric membranes structured with planar rod networks (inset figure). Middle: we fabricate these
designs using a filament-based 3D printer that embeds rods directly into the fabric. Right: once cut out, the physical prototype deploys into the desired shape.
We propose a computational tool for designing Kirchhoff-Plateau Surfaces—
planar rod networks embedded in pre-stretched fabric that deploy into
complex, three-dimensional shapes. While Kirchhoff-Plateau Surfaces offer
an intriguing and expressive design space, navigating this space is made difficult by the highly nonlinear nature of the underlying mechanical problem.
In order to tackle this challenge, we propose a user-guided but computerassisted approach that combines an efficient forward simulation model
with a dedicated optimization algorithm in order to implement a powerful
set of design tools. We demonstrate our method by designing a diverse
set of complex-shaped Kirchhoff-Plateau Surfaces, each validated through
physically-fabricated prototypes.
CCS Concepts: • Computer graphics → Computational geometry and
object modeling; Physically based modeling;
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INTRODUCTION

Minimal surfaces have intrigued scientists and engineers for more
than 250 years. Their origins trace back to a problem originally
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raised by Lagrange that later became known as the Plateau problem:
finding a surface of minimum area that spans a given rigid boundary
curve. From an application point of view, minimal surfaces are appreciated not only for their smooth aesthetic appearance, but also for
their inherent material efficiency and structural stability. For these
reasons, minimal surfaces are widely used for light-weight and costefficient structures, ranging from large-scale roofs, canopies, and
shade systems, to acoustic deflectors, light diffusers, and decorative
elements for interior design.
One common way of bringing designs of minimal surfaces to practice is by using, e.g., fiberglass or metal rods embedded in stretched
fabric, with the added benefit that all components are planar and
easy to manufacture. However, the advantages in terms of weight,
cost, and fabrication come at the price of a much more difficult
design problem—the Generalized Plateau Problem of finding a minimal surface whose tensile forces are in equilibrium with the bend
and twist forces of a given elastic rod [Giomi and Mahadevan 2012;
Giusteri et al. 2016].
In this work, we explore the design and fabrication of KirchhoffPlateau Surfaces (KPS), i.e., networks of thin elastic rods embedded
in pre-stretched membranes. We focus on surfaces that can be manufactured by 3D-printing planar rods onto stretched fabric—a process
that was beautifully demonstrated in recent work by [Guberan and
Clopath 2016]. Designing in this space gives rise to several challenges. First, the path to stable surfaces is fraught with perils such
as nonlinearities, unstable equilibrium points, and bifurcations. Second, the space of possible designs is restricted by the fact that (i)
KPS consist of minimal surface patches that, inherently, can only
assume shapes with vanishing mean curvature, and that (ii) the
boundaries of the minimal surface patches can only assume shapes
corresponding to equilibrium states of planar rods.
In light of these challenges, we cannot expect that there exists a
KPS that closely approximates a given target shape in the general
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Fig. 1. We present an image-based method to reconstruct wire objects from a few input images (3 views in our experiments). Our reconstructions faithfully
capture both the 3D geometry and the topology of the wires.
Objects created by connecting and bending wires are common in furniture
design, metal sculpting, wire jewelry, etc. Reconstructing such objects with
traditional depth and image based methods is extremely difficult due to their
unique characteristics such as lack of features, thin elements, and severe
self-occlusions. We present a novel image-based method that reconstructs a
set of continuous 3D wires used to create such an object, where each wire is
composed of an ordered set of 3D curve segments. Our method exploits two
main observations: simplicity - wire objects are often created using only a
small number of wires, and smoothness - each wire is primarily smoothly
bent with sharp features appearing only at joints or isolated points. In light of
these observations, we tackle the challenging image correspondence problem
across featureless wires by first generating multiple candidate 3D curve
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segments and then solving a global selection problem that balances between
image and smoothness cues to identify the correct 3D curves. Next, we
recover a decomposition of such curves into a set of distinct and continuous
wires by formulating a multiple traveling salesman problem, which finds
smooth paths, i.e., wires, connecting the curves. We demonstrate our method
on a wide set of real examples with varying complexity and present highfidelity results using only 3 images for each object. We provide the source
code and data for our work in the project website.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → 3D imaging; Reconstruction; Parametric curve and surface models;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: delicate structure, wire art, image-based
reconstruction
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Fig. 1. CurveUps are printed flat and actuated into doubly curved 3D shapes using pre-stretched elastic membranes.
We present a computational approach for designing CurveUps, curvy shells
that form from an initially flat state. They consist of small rigid tiles that
are tightly held together by two pre-stretched elastic sheets attached to
them. Our method allows the realization of smooth, doubly curved surfaces
that can be fabricated as a flat piece. Once released, the restoring forces of
the pre-stretched sheets support the object to take shape in 3D. CurveUps
are structurally stable in their target configuration. The design process
starts with a target surface. Our method generates a tile layout in 2D and
optimizes the distribution, shape, and attachment areas of the tiles to obtain
a configuration that is fabricable and in which the curved up state closely
matches the target. Our approach is based on an efficient approximate model
and a local optimization strategy for an otherwise intractable nonlinear
optimization problem. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
for a wide range of shapes, all realized as physical prototypes.
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INTRODUCTION

The potential of self-transforming structures with complex geometries has inspired numerous researchers from science, engineering,
and art to explore novel materials, multi-material fabrication techniques, and material programmability as enabling technologies. The
underlying transformation mechanism is usually the result of a
complex interaction between materials exerting forces, anisotropic
material distribution, and mechanical stability. Designing such structures is an active research challenge in computational fabrication, as
it requires finding a physically realizable configuration that satisfies
functional constraints while facing a huge number of degrees of
freedom.
We explore a type of structure that starts from a flat initial configuration and has a static equilibrium that resembles a desired
three-dimensional shape. We propose to use flat pre-stretched elastic sheets as the actuating material, combined with an anisotropic
distribution of disconnected rigid tiles that resemble the geometric
shape of frustums. The tiles, attached to these elastic sheets, embody
the implementation of a transforming mechanism. This transforming mechanism is ideal for building robust, cost-efficient models
while enabling the reproduction of a wide range of shapes. As the
initial configuration is flat, we can use widely available standard
materials with excellent deformation properties, such as latex, as
base materials in the fabrication process. By adjusting the distribution and shape of the tiles, the resulting local curvature can be
influenced and thereby the resulting global shape controlled. The
tiles are rigidly attached to the pre-stretched sheets, which exert
contracting forces on the tiles once released. These forces can be
adjusted by the layout of the tiles as well as by the parameters that
control the attachment location. This construction enables shaping
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Fig. 1. Material appearance such as that of leather is usually reproduced with microfacet models in computer graphics. A more realistic result is achieved by
adding a thin-film coating that produces iridescent colors [Akin 2014]. We replace the classic Fresnel reflectance term with a new Airy reflectance term that
accounts for iridescence due to thin-film interference. Our main contribution consists in an analytical integration of the high-frequency spectral oscillations
exhibited by Airy reflectance, which is essential for practical rendering in RGB. For the leather material on the chair model, we used a thin film of index
η 2 = 1.3 and thickness d = 290nm, over a rough dielectric base material (α = 0.2, η 3 = 1). When the scene is rotated, goniochromatic effects such as subtle
purple colors may be observed at grazing angles.
In this work, we introduce an extension to microfacet theory for the rendering of iridescent effects caused by thin-films of varying thickness (such as oil,
grease, alcohols, etc) on top of an arbitrarily rough base layer. Our material
model is the first to produce a consistent appearance between tristimulus
(e.g., RGB) and spectral rendering engines by analytically pre-integrating its
spectral response. The proposed extension works with any microfacet-based
model: not only on reflection over dielectrics or conductors, but also on
transmission through dielectrics. We adapt its evaluation to work in multiscale rendering contexts, and we expose parameters enabling artistic control
over iridescent appearance. The overhead compared to using the classic
Fresnel reflectance or transmittance terms remains reasonable enough for
practical uses in production.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Reflectance modeling;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Iridescence, SV-BRDF model, spectral
aliasing, thin-film interference
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INTRODUCTION

A surface is called iridescent when its color changes when viewed or
lit from different directions. Such goniochromatic effects are due to
interference between light waves that are scattered in a wavelengthdependent way, hence yielding rich color variations. Iridescent appearance is common in nature, as with birds, insects, snakes, and
even some fruits; but it also occurs in man-made products such as
with oil leaks, window defects, soap bubbles or car paints. Some
iridescence effects are more subtle and may even go unnoticed to
the untrained eye: these include traces of grease or alcohol (e.g.,
finger traces on kitchen appliance) or finishes to protect base materials (e.g., leathers, metals). Yet such subtle details are essential
to reproduce the look and feel of real-world materials in computer
graphics imagery [Akin 2014].
Two causes of goniochromism are to be distinguished: diffraction
produced by light reflection on microscopic structures at a scale
similar to the visible wavelengths; interferences produced by light
interaction with films of thickness close to the visible wavelengths.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 65. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. Material reflectance properties are caused by small variations in surface geometry. We separate these surface variations into micro-geometry, of
size larger than the wavelength of visible light, and nano-geometry, of size comparable to the wavelength. The latter produces diffraction effects, with
wavelength-dependent effects. The former corresponds to the classical Cook-Torrance lobe. We explain how these two levels interact and show that combined
together, they reproduce measured materials faithfully, including subtle color shifts.
Adequate reflectance models are essential for the production of photorealistic images. Microfacet reflectance models predict the appearance of a
material at the macroscopic level based on microscopic surface details. They
provide a good match with measured reflectance in some cases, but not
always. This discrepancy between the behavior predicted by microfacet
models and the observed behavior has puzzled researchers for a long time.
In this paper, we show that diffraction effects in the micro-geometry provide
a plausible explanation. We describe a two-scale reflectance model, separating between geometry details much larger than wavelength and those of
size comparable to wavelength. The former model results in the standard
Cook-Torrance model. The latter model is responsible for diffraction effects.
Diffraction effects at the smaller scale are convolved by the micro-geometry
normal distribution. The resulting two-scale model provides a very good
approximation to measured reflectances.
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INTRODUCTION

Reflectance properties express how a material interacts with light.
They are responsible for the visual appearance of objects in virtual
scenes, e.g., whether they look shiny, metallic, or plastic. Microfacet
reflectance models are widely used in computer graphics, both in
research and industry. Based on a surface geometric model at the
microscopic level, they predict the overall material aspect at the
macroscopic level. The connection between surface geometry and
material aspect makes it simpler for users to edit materials, e.g.,
making them shinier by decreasing the roughness.
The most commonly used microfacet model is the Cook-Torrance
model [1982]. It assumes that microfacets are made of a specular
material, and that they are much larger than the wavelength of light,
so that the surface response is defined by optical geometry. The main
contributing parameter is the normal distribution function (NDF) of
the microfacets. At the other end of the spectrum, the diffraction
model assumes that surface micro-geometry is comparable in size
with light wavelengths, and predicts material response caused by
diffraction effects due to variations in the optical path length.
Both models provide relatively good fits with measured reflectance
properties for some aspects. However, measured reflectances can
exhibit behaviors that are in contradiction with predictions of either
model. First, the Cook-Torrance model provides a good prediction
of the lobe shape near the specular peak [Ngan et al. 2005] but for
some measured materials, the lobe width varies at different wavelengths, contradicting the idea that a single geometry can capture
the entire material response [Butler et al. 2015b]. The shape of the
lobe away from the specular peak corresponds to the prediction of
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Physically-based fur rendering is difficult. Recently, structural differences
between hair and fur fibers have been revealed by Yan et al. (2015), who
showed that fur fibers have an inner scattering medulla, and developed a
double cylinder model. However, fur rendering is still complicated due to
the complex scattering paths through the medulla. We develop a number of
optimizations that improve efficiency and generality without compromising
accuracy, leading to a practical fur reflectance model. We also propose a key
contribution to support both near and far-field rendering, and allow smooth
transitions between them.
Specifically, we derive a compact BCSDF model for fur reflectance with
only 5 lobes. Our model unifies hair and fur rendering, making it easy
to implement within standard hair rendering software, since we keep the
traditional R, T T , and T RT lobes in hair, and only add two extensions to
scattered lobes, T T s and T RT s . Moreover, we introduce a compression
scheme using tensor decomposition to dramatically reduce the precomputed
data storage for scattered lobes to only 150 KB, with minimal loss of accuracy.
By exploiting piecewise analytic integration, our method further enables
a multi-scale rendering scheme that transitions between near and far field
rendering smoothly and efficiently for the first time, leading to 6 − 8× speed
up over previous work.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, computer-generated virtual animal characters are increasingly used in both films and video games. However, photo-realistic
fur rendering is still a problem due to the complexity of light transport within a fur fiber. Recently, Yan et al. (2015) have developed a
comprehensive physically-based model for fur reflectance, revealing
significant structural differences between hair and fur fibers. Scattering within the central region of a fur fiber, known as the medulla,
results in complicated light paths. Moreover, this complexity directly
leads to significant pre-computation, and limits fur rendering to be
near-field only. Even for hair rendering, efficient far field integration
schemes are lacking. State of the art methods either assume that the
azimuthal section of hair fibers are perfectly smooth (Marschner
et al. 2003) so that the far-field integration can be solved, or resort
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(Yan et al. 2015) Ours (near field) Ours (multi-scale) (Yan et al. 2015)
ES, 256spp, 11.2s
256spp, 7.4s
256spp, 9.2s EQ, 1800spp, 75.8s
Fig. 1. (Top row) A rendering of a raccoon model using our practical 5-lobe
reflectance model (illustrated bottom right) and our multi-scale rendering
scheme with 1K samples per pixel. (Bottom row) Insets rendered using
different methods. We use 256 samples per pixel for equal sample (ES)
comparison, and show equal quality (EQ) comparison with Yan et al. (2015).
Our multi-scale model performs more than 8× faster for equal quality while
being practical and efficient. Even our near field model has significantly less
noise than previous work.

to numerical integrations as well as pre-computation (d’Eon et al.
2011).
Motivated by these observations, we aim to improve the efficiency and practicality of fur rendering, and provide a reflectance
model that is simple to implement in modern rendering systems.
Specifically, we describe a near field fur reflectance model in Sec. 4,
focusing on simplicity and accuracy as compared to Yan et al. (2015).
In Sec. 5, we illustrate how our near-field model integrates to farfield, and propose a novel multi-scale rendering scheme, focusing
on efficiency. Overall, our major contributions are:
Simple reflectance model: Our local illumination model builds
upon the double cylinder model representing the cuticle-cortexmedulla structure of fur fibers (Fig. 3 (b)). We unify the cortex and
the medulla’s indices of refraction (IORs), removing most of the complicated types of light interactions between them. This simplification
finally results in only 5 lobes in our model (Fig. 3 (c)), compared to
11 lobes previously. In particular, we keep the R, TT , and T RT lobes
in hair models (with intensities modified slightly because of attenuation by the medulla) and only add two new scattered lobes, TT s and
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Fluxed Animated Boundary Method
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We present a novel approach to guiding physically based particle simulations using boundary conditions. Unlike commonly used ad hoc particle
techniques for adding and removing the material from a simulation, our
approach is principled by utilizing the concept of volumetric flux. Artists
are provided with a simple yet powerful primitive called a fluxed animated
boundary (FAB), allowing them to specify a control shape and a material
flow field. The system takes care of enforcing the corresponding boundary
conditions and necessary particle reseeding. We show how FABs can be used
artistically or physically. Finally, we demonstrate production examples that
show the efficacy of our method.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Physical simulation;
Animation;
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INTRODUCTION

Natural phenomena are compelling, important, and pervasive
throughout computer graphics. While physical simulation is guaranteed to produce a plausible and realistic simulation, artists are
paradoxically forced to continually re-run simulations to target
story and director needs—the process of art-direction. Developer
and artist time spent on art-direction far exceeds the effort required
for core simulation technology.
Art-direction is achieved either by internal forces and constraints
or by boundary conditions. The former is useful and direct but
when overused undermines scene realism. The latter prescribes
the connection between simulated material and the wider world—
abstracting far-field details into the minimal information needed
for simulation. Moreover, it will always be impossible and undesirable to simulate the whole world, so the rest of the world must be
kinematically described or described with a lower resolution simulation. The most common boundary condition controls are kinematic
solids, sources, and sinks, and these tend to create more realistic,
naturalistic simulations.
Volumetrically defined boundary conditions were used frequently
for Eulerian (grid) solvers, but have been downplayed in more recent
?
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Fig. 1. Examples of fluxed animated boundary (FAB) method used for open
water simulations in Disney’s Moana. Each image contains a simulated boat
wake and the top image additionally features a fully simulated breaking
barrel. ©Disney

Lagrangian (particle) solvers. FLIP/APIC and SPH solvers advocate
simple creation and deletion of particles, which makes life seemingly
simpler for an artist—a major source of the solvers’ popularity. Any
artist that knows how to use ubiquitous particle tools [Reeves 1983]
can create and destroy fluid. Accurate sinks and sources, however,
are not correctly modeled without the concept of volumetric flux.
The effect is that artists using stock tools often embrace simple
particle methods and live with poor boundary conditions. Even
worse, practitioners tend to consider boundary conditions only
of discrete objects like “the water” or “the collision object”. This
misses the possibility of amorphous boundaries that change the
active subset of material being simulated. In particular, the view
fails to help define the connection between simulated fluid and
non-simulated fluid in an open ocean example (Figure 3b).
To solve this volumetric control problem for particle solvers, we
introduce the fluxed animated boundary (FAB) method. An artist provides an animated shape and a material velocity field. The animated
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Data-Driven Synthesis of Smoke Flows with
CNN-based Feature Descriptors
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Fig. 1. We enable volumetric fluid synthesis with high resolutions and non-dissipative small scale details using CNNs and a fluid flow repository.
We present a novel data-driven algorithm to synthesize high resolution flow
simulations with reusable repositories of space-time flow data. In our work,
we employ a descriptor learning approach to encode the similarity between
fluid regions with differences in resolution and numerical viscosity. We use
convolutional neural networks to generate the descriptors from fluid data
such as smoke density and flow velocity. At the same time, we present a
deformation limiting patch advection method which allows us to robustly
track deformable fluid regions. With the help of this patch advection, we
generate stable space-time data sets from detailed fluids for our repositories.
We can then use our learned descriptors to quickly localize a suitable data
set when running a new simulation. This makes our approach very efficient,
and resolution independent. We will demonstrate with several examples
that our method yields volumes with very high effective resolutions, and
non-dissipative small scale details that naturally integrate into the motions
of the underlying flow.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Physical simulation;
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INTRODUCTION

Resolving the vast amount of detail of natural smoke clouds is a long
standing challenge for fluid simulations in computer graphics. Representing this detail typically requires very fine spatial resolutions,
which result in costly simulation runs, and in turn cause painfully
long turn-around times. A variety of powerful methods have been
developed to alleviate this fundamental problem: e.g., improving
the accuracy of the advection step [Kim et al. 2005; Selle et al. 2008],
post-processing animations with additional synthetic turbulence
[Kim et al. 2008; Narain et al. 2008], and speeding up the pressure
projection step [Ando et al. 2015; Lentine et al. 2010].
We take a different perspective to efficiently realize high resolution flows: we propose to use a large collection of pre-computed
space-time regions, from which we synthesize new high-resolution
volumes. In order to very efficiently find the best match from this
repository, we propose to use novel, flow-aware feature descriptor.
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